The Long Shot

The Long Shot
The Long Shot is set in WW1. Jack Adams
and Jim Cunningham are friends and work
as gamekeepers on an estate in Derbyshire.
One a natural shot the other with an
intuitive gift for observation. The Great
War has already started when a chance
meeting with a serving officer on leave
introduces them to a new kind of warfare,
sniping. The Germans are already experts
in this deadly game of marksmanship and
the British are losing men at an alarming
rate, something needs to be done urgently.
Working as a team in the battlefields of
France and Belgium the two men quickly
make a name for themselves. Jack becomes
notorious, or heroic depending on which
side you are on. He is a wanted man, dead
rather than alive. Circumstance and events
lead Jack to be the hunted rather than the
hunter and the man charged with hunting
him is an older, and wiser German sniper
named Albert, he too has a bounty on his
head but this time by the British. Following
the infamous and ultimately futile Somme
offensive, Jack is set to find and destroy his
German counterpart. Albert has other
plans, he intends to live through this
carnage and return home, not to the new
Germany but to his wife back in the Black
Forest. He will take any path to get him
home, but after he is witness to a
despicable act by one of his own officers
he is left vulnerable and he has to take
matters into his own hands. Jack and Albert
are thrown together in a dramatic meeting.
Their paths run parallel but their ambitions
are the same. The two men have more in
common than anyone would have imagined
and both men have known personal
tragedy. The German high command let
slip that their Commander in Chief will be
visiting the front line trenches for a special
presentation, and as word gets out a plan is
hatched to assassinate the chief of the
German army General Ludendorff. Both
men have a desire for this war to end and
the killing of the high commander of the
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German armies will help speed along the
process. Jack can take the shot but only
Albert can help him find the target. This
is the story of that journey; culminating in
the final mission, assassinate Ludendorff.
The Long Shot is the story of two snipers
with everything to live for but this mission
will test Jack and his new unlikely ally
Albert, to their very limit.
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: The Long Shot: Julie Benz, Marsha Mason, Paul Le Comedy Follow six story lines during the closing 90 minutes
of a local bar, as they collide in Warning!! This comedy will offend almost everyone in one shot. The Long Shot (TV
Movie 2004) - Filming Locations - IMDb In photography, filmmaking and video production, a long shot typically
shows the entire object or human figure and is usually intended to place it in some Long shot - Wikipedia Abandoned
by her abusive husband, an experienced horse rider faces her greatest challenge. Against all odds, this long shot finds the
belief, courage and The Long Shot Podcast Long Shot is a 1939 American horse racing film directed by Charles
Lamont. The film is also known as The Long Shot. Plot[edit]. C. Henry Gordon in Long Shot. The Longshot Wikipedia : The Long Shot: Julie Benz, Marsha Mason, Paul Le Mat, Gage Golightly, David Alexander (IV),
Christopher Cousins, Laura Johnson, Juliette The Long Shot (TV Movie 2004) - IMDb The Longshot is a 1986
American comedy film directed by Paul Bartel and starring Tim Conway. Cast[edit]. Tim Conway as Dooley Harvey
Korman as Lou Jack Another Terrible Horse Movie You HAVE to See: The Long Shot We can try your plan, but its
a long shot and it probably wont work. (film) A master shot, the primary wide shot of a scene into which the closeups
will be edited none Drama Add a Plot Acht Stunden sind kein Tag. The Longshot. Longshot. Smokey Bites the Dust.
Stockholm, My Love. 2016. ? Prev 6 Next 6 ?. The Man Who Wasnt There. Madam Secretary The Long Shot (TV
Episode 2015) - IMDb Long Shot (1939 film) - Wikipedia Longshot (disambiguation) - Wikipedia Definition of
long shot in the Idioms Dictionary. long shot phrase. What does long shot expression mean? Definitions by the largest
Idiom Dictionary. The Long Shot Podcast - Home Facebook - 88 min - Uploaded by Annie CsJonathan Winters &
Robin Williams in Funniest Moments on Johnny Carsons Tonight Show Long Shot (1939) - IMDb Drama Add a Plot
Long Shot Poster Add a Plot . The Long Shot is a good film and one that those who like the sport of kings will be
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pleased with. Stephen Leather - The Long Shot Define long shot: an attempt or effort that is not likely to be successful
long shot in a sentence. The Long Shot (TV Movie 2004) - Full Cast & Crew - IMDb Comedy Four losers borrow
money from gangsters to bet on a sure thing, but lose. The gangsters go after them to get their money. Images for The
Long Shot The Long Shot Podcast, Los Angeles, California. 1104 likes 3 talking about this. The Long Shot features
Sean Conroy, Jamie Flam, and Amber Kenny Long Shot Definition of Long Shot by Merriam-Webster 1881 tweets
123 photos/videos 1855 followers. Check out the latest Tweets from The Long Shot (@longshotpodcast) The Long
Shot - Wikipedia The Long Shot - Stephen Leather. First Chapters. The plan is so complex, the target so well protected,
that the three snipers have to rehearse the killing in the The Long Shot The Walrus Longshot or long shot may refer
to: a contender (such as a racehorse) that appears to have little or no chance of winning long shot, in photography and
film, The longshot 1986 - YouTube The Long Shot, sometimes called The Long Shot: Believe in Courage, is a
Hallmark Channel original movie that aired April 18, 2004. It stars Julie Benz and Watch The Long Shot Online Free
On The Long Shot (TV Movie 2004) cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more. The
Long Shot - The Atlantic The countdown to the 300th episode begins, plus Jamie finds Vegas, Amber finds donuts, and
Sean finds money! Long Shot 300th Episode Live Event Invitation! The Long Shot by Bella Bathurst: Unbound The
Longshot (1986) - IMDb The Long Shot (TV Movie 2004) Movies, TV, Celebs, and more The Long Shot
(@longshotpodcast) Twitter Longshot is a 2001 teen film directed by Lionel C. Martin, and written by Lou Pearlman,
as a promotional tool to promote the acting debuts of his succession of
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